Abstruct-Linear predictive coding (LPC) parameters are widely used in various speech processing applications for representing the spectral envelope information of speech. For low bit rate speech-coding applications, it is important to quantize these parameters accurately using as few bits as possible. Though the vector quantizers are more efficient than the scalar quantizers, their use for accurate quantization of LPC information (using 2&26 bitdframes) is impeded due to their prohibitively high complexity. In this paper, a split vector quantization approach is used to overcome the complexity problem. Here, the LPC vector consisting of 10 line spectral frequencies (LSF's) is divided into two parts and each part is quantized separately using vector quantization. Using the localized spectral sensitivity property of the LSF parameters, a weighted LSF distance measure is proposed. Using this distance measure, it is shown that the split vector quantizer can quantize LPC information in 24 bitdframe with an average spectral distortion of 1 dB and less than 2% frames having spectral distortion greater than 2 dB. Effect of channel errors on the performance of this quantizer is also investigated and results are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION INEAR predictive coding (LPC) parameters are widely
L used in various speech coding applications for representing the short-time spectral envelope information of speech [ 11. In these applications, these parameters are obtained from the speech signal, typically at the rate of 50 frameds, using the tenth-order LPC analysis and are quantized prior to their transmission. For low bit rate speech-coding applications, it is important to quantize these parameters using as few bits as possible. The aim of the present paper is to perform "transparent" quantization of LPC parameters for low bit rate speech coders. ' Considerable work has been done in the past to develop quantization procedures, both scalar and vector, to represent the spectral envelope information with smallest numbers of bits. In the scalar quantization studies, different LPC paramet- IEEE Log Number 9203892.
'By "transparent" quantization of LPC information, we mean that the LPC quantization does not introduce any additional audible distortion in the coded speech; i.e., the two versions of coded speech-the one obtained by using unquantized LPC parameters and the other by using the quantized LPC parameters-are indistinguishable through listening. ric representations* have been used. For example, Viswanathan and Makhoul [2] have used log-area ratios (LAR's) for scalar quantization of the LPC parameters. Gray and Markel [3] have used arcsine reflection coefficients for this purpose. Itakura [4] has proposed the line spectral frequency (LSF) representation which has been shown to be more efficient than the other representations for scalar quantization of LPC information [5]- [8] . Recently, the LSF representation has been used in a number of studies for scalar quantization of LPC information [9] -[ 131. These studies have demonstrated that about 32-40 bits are necessary to quantize each frame of LPC information with reasonable accuracy (i.e., with an average spectral distortion3 (SD) of about 1 dB).
The vector quantizers consider the entire set of LPC parameters as an entity and allow for direct minimization of quantization distortion. Because of this, the vector quantizers result in smaller quantization distortion than the scalar quantizers at any given bit rate. Juang er al. [14] have studied vector quantization of LPC parameters using the likelihood distortion measure and shown that the resulting vector quantizer at 10 bitdframe is comparable in performance to a 24 bits/frame scalar quantizer. This vector quantizer at 10 bitdframe has an average SD of 3.35 dB, and is not acceptable for high-quality speech coders. For transparent quantization of LPC information, the vector quantizer needs more bits to quantize one frame of speech. This means that the vector quantizer will have a large number of codevectors in its codebook. Such a vector quantizer has the following problems. First, a large codebook requires prohibitively large amount of training data and the training process can take too much of computation time. Second, the storage and computational requirements for vector quantization encoding will be prohibitively high. Because of these problems, a suboptimal vector quantizer has to be used for getting transparent quantization of LPC information. Various forms of sub-optimal vector quantizers have been suggested in the past which reduce the computational complexity and/or memory requirement, but ' The LPC information can be characterized by a number of LPC parametric representations (such a the LPC coefficients, the reflection coefficients, the cepstral coefficients, etc.), each of which provides equivalent information about the LPC spectral envelope. These representations are related to each other through nonlinear transformations which are reversible in nature. For speech coding applications, only those representations can be used which ensure stability of the LPC synthesis filter after quantization.
3Spectral distortion (defined for a given frame as the root mean square difference between the original LPC log-power spectrum and the quantized LPC log-power spectrum) is averaged over a large number of frames and its average value is commonly used to measure LPC quantization performance.
An average SD of 1 dB is usually accepted as the difference limen for spectral transparency.
1063-6676/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE T the cost of reduced performance [15] . Known most among these are the tree-search, multistage, and product-code vector quantizers. In the literature, some studies have been reported for LPC quantization using these reduced complexity suboptimal vector quantizers. For example, Moriya and Honda [16] have used a hybrid vector-scalar quantizer (having a vector quantizer in the first stage and a scalar quantizer in the second stage) for LPC quantization. This quantizer can give an average SD of about 1 dB using 30-32 bitdframe [ 171. Shoham [ 181 has proposed a cascaded vector quantizer (which is a type of product-code vector quantizer) for LPC quantization. In this vector quantizer, the LPC polynomial is decomposed into two lower order polynomials. The decomposition is done by finding the roots of the LPC polynomial, with 6 lower frequency roots defining one polynomial and the other 4 higher frequency roots defining another polynomial. The resulting lower order LPC vectors are jointly quantized in an iterative fashion using the likelihood ratio distance measure. This cascaded vector quantizer has been shown to provide an average SD of 1.1 dB using 26 bitdframe for LPC quantization
In the present paper, we study another type of productcode vector quantizer (namely, the split vector quantizer) for LPC q~antization.~ In this vector quantizer, the LPC parameter vector (in some suitable parametric representation such as the LSF representation) is split up in two or more parts and each part is quantized independently using vector quantization. Note that in the extreme case when the LPC parameter vector is split in 10 parts, the split vector quantizer becomes equivalent to the scalar quantizer. We also study here the multistage vector quantizer for LPC quantization and show that it does not perform as well as the split vector quantizer. Because of this, we describe in this paper the split vector quantizer in more detail.5
The organization of the paper is as follows. As mentioned earlier, the LSF representation has some useful properties which make it attractive for LPC quantization, especially in the context of split vector quantization. These properties are described briefly in Section 11. In Section 111, different experiments conducted to optimize different parameters of the split vector quantizer are described. A weighted LSF distance measure is presented in Section IV and it is shown that the split vector quantizer performs better with this weighted distance measure than with the unweighted distance measure. In Section V, the multistage vector quantizer is studied for LPC quantization and it is shown that it does not perform as well as the split vector quantizer. Section VI compares the performance of the split vector quantizer with that of the other LPC quantizers reported in the literature. Perceptual evaluation of the split vector quantizer through an informal listening test is described in Section VII. Effect of channel errors on the performance of the split vector quantizer is studied in Section VIII. In Section IX, complexity of the split vector quantizer and its robustness with respect to changes in 'The split vector quantizer has been used in the past for interframe LPC 'Some parts of this paper have been reported earlier in conferences quantization [ 191.
[36]- [38] . recording conditions are discussed. Conclusions are reported in Section X.
LSF REPRESENTATION AND PROPERTIES
In this section, we define the LSF's and describe some of their properties. For more details, see [20] and [5] .
In the LPC analysis of speech, a short segment of speech is assumed to be generated as the output of an all-pole filter H ( z ) = l/A(z), where A ( z ) is the inverse filter given by
Here M is the order of LPC analysis and { u i } are the LPC coefficients.
In order to define the LSF's, the inverse filter polynomial is used to construct two polynomials:
( 2 ) and (
3)
The roots of the polynomials P ( z ) and Q ( z ) are called the LSF's. The polynomials P ( z ) and Q ( z ) have the following properties: 1) all zeros of P ( z ) and Q ( z ) lie on the unit circle, and 2) zeros of P ( z ) and Q ( z ) are interlaced with each other;
i.e., the LSFs are in ascending order. These properties help in efficient numerical computation of the LSF's from P ( z ) and Q ( z ) . It can be shown [5] that A ( z ) has the minimumphase property if its LSF's satisfy these two properties. Thus the stability of LPC synthesis filter (which is an important pre-requirement for speech-coding applications) can be easily ensured by quantizing the LPC information in LSF domain.
The transformation from LPC coefficients to LSF's is reversible, i.e., it is possible to compute exactly the LPC coefficients from the LSF's. Also, since the P ( z ) polynomial is even and the Q ( z ) polynomial is odd, it is possible to decompose the power spectrum lA(w)I2 as follows:
We show here the LP power spectrum and the associated LSF's in Fig. l(a) for vowel / U / and in Fig. l(b) for fricative /s/. It can be seen here that a cluster of (2 to 3) LSF's characterizes a formant frequency and the bandwidth of a given formant depends on the closeness of the corresponding LSF's. In addition, the spectral sensitivities of LSF's are localized; i.e., a change in a given LSF produces a change in the LPC power spectrum only in its neighborhood. This can be seen from Fig. 2 . Here, in Fig. 2(a) , a change in the fourth LSF from 1285 to 1310 Hz affects the LPC power spectrum near 1300 Hz. Similarly, in Fig. 2(b) , a change in the eighth LSF produces a localized effect in its neighborhood in the LPC power spectrum.
The localized spectral sensitivity property of LSF's makes them ideal for split vector quantization as the individual parts of an LSF vector can be independently quantized without the leakage of quantization distortion from one spectral region to another. This property also helps in giving different weights to different LSF's in a LSF-based distance measure which In how many parts, the LPC parameter vector should be split? 4) How many bits should be allocated to individual parts? 5)
How many components should be there in each of these parts? Some of these questions can be answered by common sense, while others need experimentation. For example, we know that the split vector quantizer reduces the complexity at the cost of degraded performance. Thus there is a tradeoff in complexity and performance which determines the number of parts to be made for split vector quantization. We divide here the LPC parameter vector into two parts. The split vector quantizer with more than two parts is studied later in Section IX. Also, for minimizing the complexity of the split vector quantizer, the total number of bits available for LPC quantization should be divided equally to individual parts. Thus for a 24 bitdframe LPC quantizer, each of the two parts is allocated 12 bits6 Selection of a proper distortion measure is the most important issue in the design and operation of a vector quantizer and, hence, is discussed in the next section. However, for deriving the results reported in this section, we have used the total squared error (or, Euclidean distance) between two vectors as the distortion measure. The questions concerning the choice of LPC representation and number of components in individual parts are resolved here through experiments which are described below.
The speech database used in these experiments consists of 23 min of speech recorded from 35 different FM radio stations. The first 1200 s of speech (from about 170 speakers) is used for training, and the last 160 s of speech (from 25 speakers, different from those used for training) is used for testing. Speech is low-pass filtered at 3.4 kHz and digitized at a sampling rate of 8 kHz. A tenth-order LPC analysis, based on the stabilized covariance method with high frequency compensation [21] and error weighting [22] , is performed every 20 ms using a 20-ms analysis window. Thus we have here 60 000 LPC vectors for training, and SO00 LPC vectors for testing. We will refer to this database as the "FM radio" database. In order to avoid sharp spectral peaks in the LPC spectrum which may result in unnatural (metallic sounding) synthesized speech, a fixed 10-Hz bandwidth expansion is applied to each pole of the LPC vector, by replacing ai by uiy', for 1 5 i 5 10, where y = 0.996.
For measuring the LPC quantization performance, we use here the SD measure. SD for the ith frame, D;, is defined (in decibels) as follows [23] :
1 Fs might be useful as some LSF's are more important than the others (as described in Section IV). Note that the other LPC representations (such as the LAR and arcsine reflection coefficient representations) do not have these advantages as their spectral sensitivities are not localized.
where F, is the sampling frequency in hertz, and P;(f) and p L ( f ) are the LPC power spectra of the ith frame given by
111.
In split vector quantization, the LPC parameter vector (in some suitable representation such as the LSF representation) rately using vector quantization. In order to design an optimal (6) and is split into a number of parts and each part is quantized sepasplit vector quantizer, it is important to study the following questions. 1) For vector splitting, what Lpc representation should be used? 2) What distortion measure should be used? 3) 6When the number of bits available for LPC quantization is not divisible by 2, the first part is allocated 1 bit more than the second part. For example, for a 25 bits/frame LPC quantization, the first part is allocated 13 bits/frame and the second part 12 bitdframe.
where Ai(.) and A,(,) are the original (unquantized) and quantized LPC polynomials, respectively, for the ith frame. SD is computed for all the frames in the test data and its average value is computed. The average SD has been used extensively in the past to measure LPC quantization performance. Earlier studies [ 5 ] , [8] - [lo] have used an average SD of 1 dB as difference limen for spectral transparency. However, it has been observed [ 1 11 that too many outlier frames in the speech utterance having large SD can cause audible distortion, even though the average SD is 1 dB. Therefore, the more recent studies [ 111-[ 131 have tried to reduce the number of outlier frames, in addition to the average SD. Following [ I l l , we compute the SD in the 0-3-kHz band, and define a frame an outlier frame if it has SD greater than 2 dB. The outlier frames are divided into the following two types: Type 1 consists of outlier frames having SD in the range 2 -4 dB, and Type 2 consists of outlier frames having SD greater than 4 dB. We have observed that we can get transparent quantization of LPC information if we maintain the following three conditions: 1) The average distortion is about 1 dB, 2) There is no outlier frame having SD larger than 4 dB, and 3) The number of outlier frames having SD in the range 2 4 dB is less than 2%. Note that transparent quantization of LPC information may be possible with higher number of outlier frames, but we have not investigated it.
In the preceding section, we have argued that the LSF representation is more suited for split vector quantization than the LAR and arcsine reflection coefficient representations. Here, we show experimentally that this is indeed the case. For this, we study the split vector quantizer in the LSF, arcsine reflection coefficient and LAR domains. We split the LPC parameter vector into two parts; the first part has the first four components of the LPC parameter vector and the second part has the remaining six components. A 4096-level vector quantizer is designed separately for each of these two parts using the data in the training set. The LBG algorithm [24] is used here with the Euclidean distance measure for designing these vector quantizers. The LPC quantization results at 24 bitdframe are computed from the data in the test set. These results are shown in Fig. 3 in the form of histograms for the three representations. It can be seen from this figure that the overall performance (in terms of average distortion and number of outliers) of the split vector quantizer is better with the LSF representation than with the arcsine reflection coefficient and LAR representations. In order to provide a quantitative idea about their relative performances, we show in Table I the LPC quantization performance of the split vector quantizer for each of these representations in terms of average SD, and the number of outliers in ranges of 2 -4 dB and >4 dB. The superiority of LSF representation over the other two representations can be clearly evidenced from this table.
Because of this, we use from here onwards the split vector quantizer in the LSF domain.' 'For preserving the stability of LPC synthesis filter after quantization, it is necessary to have quantized LSF's in ascending order. This is ensured here by using only those codevectors from the second-part codebook whose first LSF's are greater than the quantized value of the last LSF of the first part of the input LSF vector. In order to determine the optimal number of components in each part, we study the LSF-based split vector quantizer where the LSF vector is split into two parts: the first part has the first m LSF's and the second part has the remaining (10 -m ) LSF's. We denote this splitting as ( m , 10 -m). By varying m, we get different splittings of the LSF vector. The LPC quantization performance of the split vector quantizer is studied for different splittings such as (3, 7) , (4, 6) , (5,5) and (6.4). Results are shown in Table 11 . It can be seen from this table that the (4,6) splitting results in the best performance. Therefore, we use from now onwards the (4,6) splitting in LSF domain for the split vector quantizer.
So far, we have provided results for the split vector quantizer only at 24 bitdframe. Now, we study the LPC quantization performance of the split vector quantizer as a function of bit rate. For this, we use Euclidean distance measure in LSF domain with (4, 6) splitting. Results are shown in Table 111 . We can see from this table that this vector quantizer with Euclidean distance measure requires about 26 bitdframe (or more) to achieve transparent quality quantization (i.e., with an average SD of about 1 dB, less than 2% outliers in the range 2 4 dB, and no outlier with SD greater than 4 dB).
IV. WEIGHTED LSF DISTANCE MEASURE
As mentioned earlier, selection of a proper distortion measure is the most important issue in the design and operation of a vector quantizer. In the preceding section, we have used the Euclidean distance measure in LSF domain and shown that the split vector quantizer requires about 26 bitdframe (or more) to get transparent quantization of LPC information. In this section, we present a weighted Euclidean distance measure and show that with this distance measure, we can improve the performance of the split vector quantizer to get transparent LPC quantization at 24 bitdframe.
The weighted Euclidean distance measure d(f, f)*between the test LSF vector f and the reference LSF vector f is given by i n where fi and fi are the ith LSF's in the test and reference vector, respectively, and wi is the weight assigned to the ith LSF. It is given by
where P ( f ) is the LPC power spectrum associated with the test vector as a function of frequency f and T is an empirical constant which controls the relative weights given to different LSF's and is determined experimentally. A value of T equal to 0.15 has been found satisfactory. In this weighted Euclidean distance measure, the weight assigned to a given LSF is proportional to the value of LPC power spectrum at this LSF. Thus this distance measure allows for quantization of LSF's in the formant regions better than those in the non-formant regions. Also, the distance measure gives more weight to the LSF's corresponding to the highamplitude formants than to those corresponding to the lower amplitude formants; the LSF's corresponding to the valleys in the LPC spectrum get the least weight. We have used this distance measure earlier for speech recognition and obtained good results [25] . It is well known that the human ear cannot resolve differences at high frequencies as accurately as at low frequencies. In order to make use of this property of human ear, we give more weight to the lower LSF's than to the higher LSF's. Note that in (lo), the weights { w;} vary from frame-to-frame depending on the LPC power spectrum, while the weights { c i } do not change from frame-to-frame (i.e., they are fixed). We call the distance measure defined by (10) as the weighted LSF distance measure.
In order to see the effect of this weighting, we study the performance of the split vector quantizer at 24 bitdframe using the unweighted Euclidean distance measure and the weighted Euclidean distance measure.8 Results in the form of histograms are shown in Fig. 4 . We can see from this figure that the weighting improves the performance in terms of both average SD and number of outliers. Break-up of this improvement due to variable weights {wi} and fixed weights { c i } is shown in Table IV .
Next, we study the split vector quantizer with the weighted LSF distance measure for different bit rates. Results are shown in Table V . We can see from this table that we need here only 24 bitdframe to get transparent quality LPC quantization (i.e., with an average SD of about 1 dB, less that 2% outliers in the range 2-4 dB, and no outlier with SD greater than 4 dB).
Comparison of this table with Table 111 shows that the effect of weighting is to reduce the bit rate by 2 bitdframe for a given LPC quantization performance. In order to see the effect of weighting, we study the LSFbased two-stage vector quantizer first with the (unweighted) Euclidean distance measure, and then with the weighted Euclidean distance measure. The LPC quantization results with these two distance measures are listed in Tables VI1 and VIII, respectively, for different bit rates. Comparison of these two tables shows that the two-stage vector quantizer performs better with the weighting than without it. Here we save 2 bits/frame by using the weighting in the distance measure, without loosing in terms of quantization performance. The two-stage vector quantizer with the weighted LSF distance measure requires about 25 bitdframe to achieve transparent quantization of LPC information (with an average SD of about 1 dB, less than 2% outliers in the range 2 4 dB, and no outlier 'When the number of bits available for LPC quantization is not divisible by 2, the first stage is allocated 1 bit more than the second stage. For example, for a 25 bits/frame LPC quantization, the first stage is allocated 13 bitdframe and the second stage 12 bitdframe.
with SD greater than 4 dB), with the split vector quantizer, let us compare Tables V and   In Order to see how the two-stage vector quantizer 'Ompares 
VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER QUANTIZERS
In the preceding sections, we have seen that the split vector quantizer performs better than the multistage vector quantizer for LPC quantization. The split vector quantizer can achieve transparent quantization of LPC information in 24 bitdframe. In order to put this quantizer in proper perspective, it is necessary to compare its performance with that of the other LPC quantizers reported in the literature. In this section, we use the following three quantizers for comparison: 1) the scalar quantizer, 2) the hybrid vector-scalar quantizer, and 3) the cascaded vector quantizer.
Considerable work has been done in the past to develop optimal scalar quantizers, using either uniform or nonuniform quantization. In the present comparative study, we use optimal nonuniform scalar quantizers which are designed here for the following LPC parameters: 1) the LSF's, 2) the LSF differences, 3) the arcsine reflection coefficients, and 4) the LAR's. These quantizers are designed by using the LBG algorithm [24] on the training data. Each quantizer uses a nonuniform bit allocation which is determined from the training data using an optimal scheme described in [9] . The LPC quantization performance of each of these quantizers is listed in Table IX for different bit rates. By comparing Tables V and IX, we can see that the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer is comparable in performance with the scalar quantizers operating at bit rates in the range 32-36 bitdframe. We also compare the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer with the 34 bits/frame LSF scalar quantizer used in the U.S. Federal Standard 4.8 kb/s code-excited linear prediction (CELP) coder [26] . This scalar quantizer results in average SD of 1.45 dB, 1 1.16% outliers in the range 2 4 dB, and 0.0 1 % outliers having SD greater than 4 dB. By comparing these results with the results given in Table V the decomposition of LPC polynomial into two polynomials: the first polynomial is formed from the six lower and the Other polynomia1 from the higher four roots. These l o We have also studied the cascaded vector quantizer with LPC decomposition using four lower roots in the first polynomial and six higher roots in the other polynomial and obtained better results than the (6.4) decomposition, as used in [18] . For 24 bitdframe, the (4.6) decomposition results in an average S D of 1.21 dB, 3.90% outliers in the range 2 4 dB, and no outlier having distortion greater than 4 dB. However, these results are still inferior to those
The cascaded vector quantizer, as described in [' * I 3 two polynomials are jointly vector-quantized in an iterative obtained with the 24 bitslframe split vector quantizer. 
VII. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF THE 24 BITSERAME SPLIT VECTOR QUANTIZER
In the preceding sections, we have shown that the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer performs better than the other LPC quantizers (operating at the same bit rate). Also, it quantizes the LPC information with transparent quality, which has been quantified in the preceding sections in terms of an average SD of about 1 dB, less than 2% outliers in the range of 2-4 dB, and no outlier having SD greater than 4 dB. In this section, we try to show through informal listening tests that the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer does perform transparent quantization of LPC information.
We use here the single-pulse excited LPC coder [271 to generate two versions of coded speech: one with unquantized LPC parameters, and the other with quantized LPC parameters where the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer is used for quantization. In the single-pulse excited LPC coder, the periodic frames are generated through single-pulse excitation; while for the nonperiodic frames the CELP-type excitation is used. We use here this particular coder because quantization distortion in LPC parameters is not compensated in this coder by the excitation generation procedure, at least for the periodic frames. As a result, the difference between the two coded versions of speech can be attributed here to the LPC quantization procedure.
Subjective quality evaluation is done here through informal
A-B comparison tests using six listeners. Eight sentences
(spoken by four male and four female speakers) are used here for evaluation. Each comparison is done between the two coded versions of a sentence. All possible A-B pairs are generated and presented in a randomized order. Listener's task is to prefer either one or the other of the two coded versions, or to indicate no preference. Results from these informal tests show that difference between two coded versions is not significant statistically; i.e., two versions are statistically indistinguishable. From this, we conclude that the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer quantizes LPC information with transparent quality. We have also done subjective evaluation of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer with the CELP coder. In the CELP coder, used here, we do the LPC analysis every 20 ms and perform the codebook search every 5 ms. The fixed codebook index and gain are quantized using 8 bits and 5 bits, respectively.
The adaptive codebook index and gain are quantized using 7 bits and 4 bits, respectively. Thus the bit rate used for the quantization of LPC parameters is 1200 bit&, and that used for the quantization of fixed and adaptive codebook parameters is 4800 b/s. We generate here two versions of coded speech: one with unquantized LPC parameters and the other with quantized LPC parameters. The segmental signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the coded version of speech with unquantized LPC parameters is found to be 10.6 dB, and that with quantized LPC parameters is 10.4 dB. The two versions of coded speech are subjectively evaluated using the A-B comparison tests described earlier. Results from these tests show that the two versions of coded speech are statistically indistinguishable. Thus the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer performs transparent quantization of LPC parameters.
VIII. EFFECT OF CHANNEL ERRORS
In the preceding sections, we have shown that the split vector quantizer can quantize LPC information with transparent quality using 24 bitdframe. In order to be useful in a practical communication system, this quantizer should be able to cope up with the channel errors. In this section, we study the performance of this quantizer in the presence of channel errors and compare it with that of the scalar quantizers. We also investigate the use of error correcting codes for improving the performance of the split vector quantizer in the presence of channel errors.
Channel errors, if not dealt with properly, can cause a significant degradation in the performance of a vector quantizer. This problem has been addressed recently in a number of studies [28] - [30] , where algorithms for designing a quantizer that is robust in the presence of channel errors were described. In these robust design algorithms, the codebook is reordered (or, the codevector indexes are permuted) such that the Hamming distance between any two codevector indexes corresponds closely to the Euclidean distance between the corresponding codevectors. Farvardin [29] has used the simulated annealing algorithm to design such a codebook. However, he has observed that when the splitting method [24] is used for the initialization of the vector quantizer design algorithm, the resulting codebook has a "natural" ordering which is as good in the presence of channel errors as that obtained by using the simulated annealing algorithm, especially for sources with memory (i.e., where vector components are correlated). In our experiments with the split vector quantizer, we have made similar observations. Since the naturally ordered codebook is obtained without additional computational effort and it performs well in the presence of channel errors, we use it in our experiments. Naturally ordered codevectors in this codebook have the property that the most significant bits of their binary addresses are more sensitive to channel errors than the least significant bits; i.e., a channel error in the most significant bit in the binary address of a codevector causes a larger distortion than that in the least significant bit. In our experiments described in this section, we use this property to our advantage by protecting the most significant bits using error correcting codes.
Performance of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer is studied for different bit error rates and results (in terms of SD) are shown in Table XII . Naturally ordered codebooks (obtained by using the splitting method for the initialization of the vector quantizer design algorithm) are used in this study. It can be seen from Table XI1 that the channel errors result in outlier frames having SD greater than 4 dB, even for a bit error rate as small as 0.001%. Thus the split vector quantizer does not have transparent quality in the presence of channel errors. However, it results in an average SD of about 1 dB for a bit error rate as high as 0.1%.
In order to put the performance of the split vector quantizer in proper perspective, we study here the effect of channel errors on the performance of the following two 34 bitdframe [26] because it was found to be quite robust to channel errors and its performance degraded gracefully for larger bit error rates. By comparing Tables XI11 and XIV with Table XII , we can observe that, like the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer, the 34 bitdframe scalar quantizers are unable to attain transparent quality in the presence of channel errors for a bit error rate as small as 0.001%. Also, both the scalar quantizers can provide an average SD of about 1 dB with a bit error rate of 0.1 %. For larger bit error rates, the scalar quantizers show more degradation in performance than the split vector quantizer. Thus the 24 bits/frame split vector quantizer compares favorably with respect to the 34 bitdframe scalar quantizers in terms of its performance in the presence of channel errors. So far, the effect of channel errors on the performance of the LPC quantizers has been studied in terms of SD. Now, we study how this LPC distortion due to channel errors affects the quality of the synthesized (or, reconstructed) speech from a given coder. For this, we use the CELP coder (as described in Section VII) and assume that the channel errors affect only the LPC parameters. Here, we use a database consisting of 48 English sentences spoken by 12 speakers (six male and six female). These sentences are processed by the CELP coder and segmental SNR of the coded speech is computed for different bit error rates. Results are shown in Table XV LPC quantizers show almost no degradation in segmental SNR for bit error rates up to 0.1%. For higher bit error rates, the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer results in better SNR than the 34 bitdframe scalar quantizers. Informal listening of the coded speech shows that effect of channel errors is negligible for bit error rates up to 0.1%. For higher bit error rates, the CELPcoded speech from the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer sounds at least as good as that from the 34 bitdframe scalar quantizers. Thus we can conclude that the 24 bidframe split vector quantizer performs at least as well as the 34 bitslframe scalar quantizers in the presence of channel errors. Next, we study the use of error correcting codes for improving the performance of the 24 bits/frame split vector quantizer in the presence of channel errors. As mentioned earlier, the naturally ordered codevectors in the codebook (obtained by using the splitting method for the initialization of the vector quantizer design algorithm) have the property that the most significant bits of their binary addresses are more sensitive to channel errors than the least significant bits. We use this property to our advantage by protecting the most significant bits using error correcting codes. We use here only simple error correcting codes (such as Hamming codes [31] ) for protecting these bits. An ( n , m ) Hamming code is a block code which has m information bits and uses an additional ( n -m) bits for error correction. The number of errors this code can correct depends on the values of n and m. The following two Hamming codes are investigated here: 1) (7,4) Hamming code and 2) (15,ll) Hamming code. Both these codes can correct only one error occurring in any of the information bits. Recall that in the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer, we divide the LSF vector into two parts and quantize these parts independently using two 12 bitdframe vector quantizers. We protect the most significant bits of these two vector quantizers separately. Thus when we use the (7, 4) Hamming code to protect four most significant bits from each of the two parts, it means that we are using an additional 6 bitdframe for error correction. Similarly, use of the (15,ll) Hamming code (for protecting 11 most significant bits from each of the two parts) amounts to an additional 8 bitdframe for error correction. Performance (in terms of SD) of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer with these error correcting codes is shown in Tables XVI and XVII, respectively, for different bit error rates. By comparing these tables with Table  XII , we can see that the use of error correcting codes improves the performance of the split vector quantizer in the presence of channel errors. In particular, when 8 bitslframe are used for error correction, we can see from Table XVII that there is no degradation in performance due to the channel errors for bit error rates as high as 0.1%. In other words, the split vector quantizer can provide transparent quality LPC parameters for channel error rates up to 0.1%. Also, for a bit error rate of I%, there is very little additional distortion (i.e., the average SD is still about 1 dB and outliers are few in number). Thus the performance of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer using an additional 8 bits/frame for error correction is very good up to bit error rates of 1%. Similar observations can be made from Table XVIII , where the performance of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer is measured in terms of segmental SNR of the CELP-coded speech. Thus by using an additional 8 bitdframe for error correction, the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer can cope up quite well with the channel errors over a wide range of bit error rates.
IX. DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections, we have shown that the split vector quantizer can quantize LPC information with transparent quality using 24 bitdframe and it is at least as robust to channel errors as the scalar quantizers. In this section, we discuss the issues related to its robustness with the respect to changes in recording conditions and its complexity. These issues are important if this quantizer has to be used in a practical application. In order to study the robustness of the split vector quantizer with respect to changes in recording conditions, we use another speech database. In this database, speech is recorded in digital form at a sampling rate of 48 kHz on a digital audio taperecorder in an anechoic room. This is down-sampled to 8 kHz using a 960-tap band-pass FIR filter with the lower end cutoff frequency at 100 Hz and the higher end cutoff frequency at 3.9 kHz. We use here 2400 s of speech (from 36 speakers) for training, and 256 s of speech (from eight speakers, different from those used for training) for testing. Speech is analyzed here in the same fashion as done in Section 111. This analysis yields 120 000 LPC vectors in the training set, and 12 800 LPC vectors in the test set.We refer to this database as the "anechoic room" database. The split vector quantizer is designed from the training data and its performance is evaluated on the test data. Results for different bit rates are listed in Table XIX . It can be seen from this table that for the anechoic room database, the split vector quantizer requires 24 bitdframe for transparent LPC quantization. Note that similar results have been shown earlier in Section IV for the FM radio database. 
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This shows that when the training and test sets come from the same database, performance of the split vector quantizer remains consistent from one database to another. In order to see the performance of the split vector quantizer when trained from one database and tested on another database, we design the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer from the training set of the anechoic room database and evaluate it on the test set of the FM radio database. The split vector quantizer results in an average SD of 1.1 1 dB, 2.3 1% outliers in the range 2 -4 dB, and no outlier having SD greater than 4 dB. These results are reasonably good, knowing that the two databases differ not only in recording conditions, but also in terms of recording equipments and speech bandwidths. Robustness of the 24 bitdframe vector quantizer with respect to changes in recording conditions can be improved further by including as many recording conditions in the training set as possible.
Complexity of the 24 bitdframe split vector quantizer is very high. It requires about 40K of memory locations and about 4 million multiplications/second (assuming 50 frames/s as the frame rate). Complexity of this quantizer can be reduced by splitting the LSF vector in more number of parts, but this comes with the degradation in performance. In order to get an idea about the amount of complexity reduction and the associated degradation in performance, we study here the split vector quantizer where the LSF vector is split in three parts. For this quantizer, the (3,3,4) splitting is experimentally found to be the best. Performance of this quantizer as a function of bit rate is shown in Table XX . We can see from this table that the three-part split vector quantizer can achieve transparent quantization of LPC information using 25 bitdframe. This quantizer requires about 3.3K of memory locations and about currently investigating these techniques for the split vector quantizer and will report the results later.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied quantization of LPC parameters using the split vector quantizer. It has been shown that the LSF representation is better suited for the split vector quantizer than the arcsine reflection coefficient and LAR representations. We have presented a weighted Euclidean distance measure in LSF domain and shown that with respect to the unweighted distance measure, this distance measure has the advantage that it reduces the bit rate of the split vector quantizer by about 2 bitdframe, while maintaining the same performance. Using the weighted distance measure, the split vector quantizer requires 24 bitdframe to achieve transparent quantization of LPC information (i.e., with an average SD of about 1 dB, less than 2% outliers in the range 2-4 dB, and no outlier having SD greater that 4 dB)." Performance of this quantizer has been found to be better than that of the other LPC quantizers reported in the literature, Effect of channel errors on the performance of this quantizer has also been investigated. It has been found that the split vector quantizer (which employs the naturally ordered codebooks obtained by using the splitting method for the initialization of the vector quantizer design algorithm [24]) is as robust to channel errors as the scalar quantizers.
